ABSTRACT. In this paper, we shall prove three equilibrium existence theorems for generalized games in Hausdorff topological vector spaces.
INTRODUCTION. In 1976,
Keiding first introduced the notions of KFcorrespondences and KF-majorized correspondences and generalized Lemma 4 of Fan [5] to KFmajorized correspondences. Recently, Yannelis and Prabhakar [10] introduced the notions of Lmajorized correspondences which generalize KF-majorized correspondences and they obtained an existence theorem of an equilibrium for a compact abstract economy but not with L-majorized preference correspondences.
In is open in X by (3) defined by A(x)= {y X:y, A,(x)}( r,--l(Ai(x)), where ri:X-.-X is the i-th projection).
Then it is easy to show that the following two conditions are equivalent:
(1) A is a correspondence of class L;
(2) for each x X, x, .c oA,(x) and for each y X,,A[ l(y) is open in X.
Using the method in Borglin-Keiding [1] , we shall now show that the case of n agents (n > 1)
with preference correspondences of class L can be reduced to a 1-person game with L-majorized preference correspondence (i.e., Theorem 2). Now let x X and suppose that P(x) 7 . It follows that I(x) 7 . We shall first show that
there exists an open neighborhood Nx of x in X such that I(x) C I(z) (and hence also l(z) 7 ) for all z Nx. Indeed, let i I(x); as U,(x)nA(x)O, take any y P,(x)nA(x), then x (P,)-l(y) n A-l(y). Let Thus A()n P() q) implies A,()n P,() qJ for at least one I() so that A()n P(') q) for at least one i I(') which contradicts the definition of I(). Therefore we must have I() q), i.e., A()n P()= for all i I, and hence A,()r]P,()= q) for each i I. This completes the proof.
REMARK. Theorem (1) X, is a non-empty compact convex subset of a Hausdorff topological vector space such that every open subset of X II, e tX, containing the set {z X: P,(z) q)} is paracompact, (2) for each x X,A,(x) is non-empty and coA,(x) C B,(x), Q, for some Q,:X-2x') such that P,(x)C Q,(x) for each x X. Therefore the conclusion follows from Theorem 3.
Theorem 4 is a generalization of Corollary 3 of Borglin-Keiding [1] to infinite dimensional spaces as well as to L-majorized preference correspondences.
Finally we remark that the condition "every open subset of X containing the set {x X: P(z) # q)} is paracompact" in Theorem 4 is satisfied if X is perfectly normal (i.e., every open subset of X is an F-set).
